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The Gathering Storm
This book is open access and available on www.bloomsburycollections.com. It is
funded by Knowledge Unlatched. Israel and Empire introduces students to the
history, literature, and theology of the Hebrew Bible and texts of early Judaism,
enabling them to read these texts through the lens of postcolonial interpretation.
This approach should allow students to recognize not only how cultural and sociopolitical forces shaped ancient Israel and the worldviews of the early Jews but also
the impact of imperialism on modern readings of the Bible. Perdue and Carter
cover a broad sweep of history, from 1300 BCE to 72 CE, including the late Bronze
age, Egyptian imperialism, Israel's entrance into Canaan, the Davidic-Solomonic
Empire, the Assyrian Empire, the Babylonian Empire, the Persian Empire, the Greek
Empire, the Maccabean Empire, and Roman rule. Additionally the authors show
how earlier examples of imperialism in the Ancient Near East provide a window
through which to see the forces and effects of imperialism in modern history.

The David Story: A Translation with Commentary of 1 and 2
Samuel
1 Chronicles 29:29 Now the acts of David the king, first and last, behold, they are
written in the book of Samuel the seer, and in the book of Nathan the prophet, and
in the book of Gad the seer, 2 Chronicles 9:29 Now the rest of the acts of Solomon,
first and last, are they not written in the book of Nathan the prophet, and in the
prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite, and in the visions of Iddo the seer against
Jeroboam the son of Nebat?http: //THEBOOKOFNATHANTHEPROPHET.com A
Documented Lost Book of a Prophetic Bible

Return to Me (The Restoration Chronicles Book #1)
The exciting field of biblical archaeology has revolutionized our understanding of
the Bible -- and no one has done more to popularise this vast store of knowledge
than Israel Finkelstein and Neil Silberman, who revealed what we now know about
when and why the Bible was first written in The Bible Unearthed. Now, with David
and Solomon, they do nothing less than help us to understand the sacred kings
and founding fathers of western civilization. David and his son Solomon are famous
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in the Bible for their warrior prowess, legendary loves, wisdom, poetry, conquests,
and ambitious building programmes. Yet thanks to archaeology's astonishing finds,
we now know that most of these stories are myths. Finkelstein and Silberman show
us that the historical David was a bandit leader in a tiny back-water called
Jerusalem, and how -- through wars, conquests and epic tragedies like the exile of
the Jews in the centuries before Christ and the later Roman conquest -- David and
his successor were reshaped into mighty kings and even messiahs, symbols of
hope to Jews and Christians alike in times of strife and despair and models for the
great kings of Europe. A landmark work of research and lucid scholarship by two
brilliant luminaries, David and Solomon recasts the very genesis of western history
in a whole new light.

The Acts of Nathan the Prophet
Bestselling author and theologian Scott Hahn offers a commentary on 1 and 2
Chronicles as a liturgical and theological interpretation of Israel's history.

Against the Wind
In first-century Jerusalem, questions arise concerning the identity of Yeshua of
Nazareth, while Zahav finds herself waiting for the Messiah and Manaen, blinded
by violence, and Susanna, struggle to overcome the evil surrounding them.

David and Solomon
The clear structure of psalm groups in Psalms 107-150 can be interpreted as
signaling a renewed hope in the royal/Davidic promises. Each psalm group of Book
V is organized around a theme or key word that is related to the royal/Davidic hope
in the earlier sections of the Psalter: Psalms 107-118; Psalm 119; Psalms 120-137;
Psalms 138-145; Psalms 146-150. These words and themes figure prominently at
the major seam psalms of the Psalter – Psalms 1-2 and 89. Thus, the content and
subject matter at the end of the Psalter is integrally related to the content and
subject matter at the beginning. The editorial-critical method used by Snearly is an
extension of the method used by David M. Howard, Jr. in The Structure of Psalms
93-100. Snearly also draws from recent insights in the fields of poetics and textlinguistics in order to establish a linguistically based foundation for reading the
Psalter as a unified text. The methodology emphasizes parallel features, with
special focus on key-word links. This method advances editorial criticism by not
only discerning links within a group but also showing that those links do not occur
with the same frequency outside of the group.

Jerusalem Interlude
In first-century Jerusalem, Peniel, a once blind begger, and the lepers in the Valley
of Mak'ob are all looking for Yeshua, who has gone to Galilee, while Caiaphas and
Herod are trying to find a way to arrest him.

Second Touch
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The Gates of Zion
Bestselling Author Lynn Austin Launches New Biblical Saga After years of watching
his children and grandchildren wander from their faith, Iddo's prayers are
answered: King Cyrus is allowing God's chosen people to return to Jerusalem.
Jubilant, he joyfully prepares for their departure, only to learn that his family,
grown comfortable in the pagan culture of Babylon, wants to remain. Zechariah,
Iddo's oldest grandson, feels torn between his grandfather's ancient beliefs and the
comfort and success his father enjoys in Babylon. But he soon begins to hear the
voice of God, encouraging him to return to the land given to his forefathers.
Bringing to life the biblical books of Ezra and Nehemiah, Return to Me tells the
compelling story of Iddo and Zechariah, the women who love them, and the faithful
followers who struggle to rebuild their lives in obedience to the God who beckons
them home.

The Kingdom of God as Liturgical Empire
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and commentary."—Los Angeles
Times Book Review, Best Books of 1999 Acclaimed for its masterful new translation
and insightful commentary, The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the
great works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation gives us David,
the beautiful, musical hero who slays Goliath and, through his struggles with Saul,
advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully human: an ambitious,
calculating man who navigates his life's course with a flawed moral vision. The
consequences for him, his family, and his nation are tragic and bloody. Historical
personage and full-blooded imagining, David is the creation of a literary artist
comparable to the Shakespeare of the history plays.

The Zion Covenant
The Zion Chronicles
Taking refuge in a secret tunnel beneath the Temple Mount during the Israel-Arab
War, Israeli strategist Moshe Sachar immerses himself in an ancient scroll that
reveals the story of a Roman centurion and the mysterious woman he loves.

Third Watch
Moshe Sachar and Alfie Halder escape from the chaos of Jerusalem during the
Israel-Arab War, finding themselves in a secret, subterranean Jewish library where
they discover a scroll depicting the story of Miryam and Marcus.

In My Father's House
As Nazi forces tighten the noose, Loralei Kepler, daughter of a missionary family,
flees Brussels ahead of the Blitzkrieg. But is any place safe from Adolf Hitler's evil
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grasp? Loralei’s harrowing flight leads her into the arms of needy child refugees
who have sacrificed everything in exchange for their lives, and toward a
mysterious figure who closely guards an age-old secret. Explore the romance, the
passion, and the danger of the most anticipated series of the last twenty years.
Born from the bestselling Zion Covenant and Zion Chronicles series, Zion Diaries
ventures into the lives of the inspiring and intriguing characters who stood up for
what was right, and fought boldly during Hitler’s rise to power and the dark days of
World War II. In The Gathering Storm, fans will be treated to a desperate escape, a
love ignited, and an ancient secret revealed.

The Return to Zion
"When the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression plunges America
into despair, a previously little-known but charmingly charismatic politician rides
into the White House on a mantra of Expectation and Transformation. What will be
the ultimate price to be paid for massive government bail-out programs and an
ever increasing level of government intrusion into American lives? As biblical
prophecy unfolds, nationally-syndicated radio host and political commentator Tom
Beckett senses that all is not as it seems; that the story behind the story is much
more complex than most Americans imagine. But even he is not prepared for the
sinister forces he encounters in the world of ICON. His life, his family, his nation,
and the world stand on the brink of the abyss."--p. [4] of cover.

First Light
“Page-turning . . . Set against the political and religious turmoil of the times, the
Thoenes’ story vividly reimagines the evolving friendship between Jesus and
Lazarus.” —Publishers Weekly LAZARUS—the man Jesus raised from the dead in
one of the most extraordinary encounters with The Living Savior in all of Scripture.
But the life of Lazarus holds interest well beyond this miraculous event. Living in
Bethany, near Jerusalem, Lazarus witnessed many of the most important events of
Jesus’s life and ministry. Lazarus owned a vineyard and devoted his life to caring
for its vines and fruit. But he encountered another man—Jesus—whose vineyard
was the world, its fruit the eternal souls of men. When Lazarus’s story and the
story of Jesus’s crucifixion and resurrection touch in When Jesus Wept, we are
offered a unique vision into the power and comfort of Christ’s love. Brock and
Bodie Thoene’s most powerful and climactic writing project to date, When Jesus
Wept, captures the power and the passion of the men and women who lived
through the most important days in the history of the world.

Vienna Prelude
Reveals the fates of Jacob and Lori Kalner in Warsaw, as well as David Meyer,
Madame Rose Smith, Jerome Jardin, and Rachel and Yacov Lubetkin.

Gospel Principles
Elisa Lindheim, of Jewish heritage, and New York Times reporter John Murphy
become entangled in a web of intrigue, danger, and conspiracy.
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A Light in Zion
"Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant and enjoyable study."—Géza Vermès, Times
Literary Supplement In this exciting book, Paula Fredriksen explains the variety of
New Testament images of Jesus by exploring the ways that the new Christian
communities interpreted his mission and message in light of the delay of the
Kingdom he had preached. This edition includes an introduction reviews the most
recent scholarship on Jesus and its implications for both history and theology.
"Brilliant and lucidly written, full of original and fascinating insights."—Reginald H.
Fuller, Journal of the American Academy of Religion "This is a first-rate work of a
first-rate historian."—James D. Tabor, Journal of Religion "Fredriksen confronts her
documents—principally the writings of the New Testament—as an archaeologist
would an especially rich complex site. With great care she distinguishes the literary
images from historical fact. As she does so, she explains the images of Jesus in
terms of the strategies and purposes of the writers Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John."—Thomas D’Evelyn, Christian Science Monitor

Stones of Jerusalem
In Poland in the fall of 1939, Nazi forces descend upon Warsaw while hundreds of
foreign nationals are desperate to flee the country, including an American
photojournalist and a Jewish schoolteacher.

Legends of the West
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles was written both as a
personal study guide and as a teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking the Spirit
of the Lord, you can grow in your understanding and testimony of God the Father,
Jesus Christand His Atonement, and the Restoration of the gospel. You can find
answers to life’s questions, gain an assurance of your purpose and self-worth, and
face personal and family challenges with faith.

In My Father's House
The Legends of the West series covers the tumultuous 1830s through the 1860s in
California, Nevada, and Utah—from when the American Military and Mexican
bandits warred over the riches of Spanish California, to the Bear Flag rebellion that
carried California from Mexican to American ownership, to the 1850s Gold Rush, to
the silver discovered in Virginia City in 1859, to the beginning of the Civil War and
the division of a nation. Book III contains three complete novels: Hope Valley War,
The Legend of Storey County,and Cumberland Crossing.

Bloody Zion
The young, struggling Jewish nation of Israel fights to survive as the Jewish Quarter
of Jerusalem is being starved into submission and Haganah leader Moshe Sachar
and his men fight to capture the Pass of Bab el Wad to allow the Jewish Agency's
food convoy to get through.
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Of Men and of Angels
During Passover in Jerusalem, a blind Jewish teenager, Peniel, longs to find
meaning in his life, while the Roman officials are plotting against the mysterious
Yeshua of Nazareth, who is sought by Marcus, a Roman centurion, and by the
shephard Zodak.

The Key to Zion
Max Meyer, a Jew from New York, Ellis Warne, a doctor's son, Birch Tucker, an
Arkansas farmer, and Jefferson Canfield, the son of a Black sharecropper, return
from World War I with changed expectations.

London Refrain
Nazi darkness was descending upon Europe. Would their lives ever be the same?

The Visitation
Photojournalist Ellie Warne unwittingly becomes the target of a sinister plan when
she takes pictures of some ancient scrolls in 1947 Jerusalem.

From Jesus to Christ
In the first volume of a series chronicling the birth of the state of Israel, the lives of
a diverse array of characters collide and intertwine as the British prepare to
withdraw from Jerusalem in 1948.

Paris Encore
If you were to read through the Bible in a year with The Bible Reader's Companion
at your side, you'd have a whole new and exciting grasp of the Word of God and
you'd have truth to live by each day.--Kay Arthur,

Israel and Empire
Lori Ibsen and Jacob Kalner flee to Danzig to evade Hitler's bombers while Peter
Wallich seeks refuge with the Jews of Warsaw.

Shiloh Autumn
Jesus told Pontius Pilate: "My kingdom is not of this world." John 18:36. God has a
spiritual Zion that is in a heavenly Jerusalem. Hebrews 12:22; Revelation 21:10.
Jesus Christ is the chief corner stone laid by God in Zion. 1 Peter 2:6. Those who
believe in Jesus Christ are living stones in the spiritual house of God. 1 Peter 2:5;
Ephesians 2:20-22. Believers are in Jesus and Jesus is in believers. John 14:20;
17:20-23. All who are elected by God to believe in Jesus Christ are part of the
heavenly Zion, without regard to whether they are Jews or Gentiles. Romans 10:12.
Satan is a great adversary of God, who has created his own mystery religions.
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During the Babylonian captivity (2 Chronicles 36:20), an occult society of Jews
replaced God's commands with Satan's Babylonian dogma. Their new religion
became Judaism. Jesus explained the corruption of the Judaic religion: "Howbeit in
vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men." Mark
7:7. Jesus revealed the Satanic origin of Judaism when he stated: "Ye are of your
father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do." John 8:44. Babylonian
Judaism remains the religion of the Jews today. Satan has infected many nominal
"Christian" denominations with his Babylonian occultism, which has given rise to
"Christian" Zionism. "Christian" Zionism advocates a counterfeit, earthly Zion,
within which fleshly Jews take primacy over the spiritual church of Jesus Christ. This
book exposes "Christian" Zionism as a false gospel and subversive political
movement that sustains Israel's war against God and man.

Jerusalem Vigil
Rabbi Lebowitz and Haganah leader Moshe Sachar are caught up in the the events
of 1948, as Israel waits for statehood and fighting breaks out when five Middle
Eastern nations gather around Palestine to divide it among themselves.

A Thousand Shall Fall
Shiloh Autumn, one of the most powerful portrayals ever of the Great Depression,
delivers a gripping panorama of memorable characters and images -- from possum
hunts to Penny Auctions, from mass migration to the Veteran's March on
Washington. Already one of the most talked-about novels of the year, Shiloh
Autumn mirrors depression-era America through the experiences of the beloved
characters from the Thoenes' best-selling Shiloh books.

Bible Reader's Companion
A compelling novel of a man brought to reckon with his buried past In St. Adrienne,
a small black community in Louisiana, Reverend Phillip Martin—a respected
minister and civil rights leader—comes face to face with the sins of his youth in the
person of Robert X, a young, unkempt stranger who arrives in town for a
mysterious "meeting" with the Reverend. In the confrontation between the two, the
young man's secret burden explodes into the open, and Phillip Martin begins a longneglected journey into his youth to discover how destructive his former life was, for
himself and for those around him. “…on every page there's an authentic moment,
or a dead-right knot of conversation, or a truer-than-true turn of phrase…”—Kirkus
Reviews

The Jerusalem Scrolls
In this sequel to Only the River Runs Free, Joseph Connor Burke has reclaimed his
ancestral acres, but his dreams of a peaceable kingdom are shattered by violence
and betrayal. Will he stand for what he truly believes?

When Jesus Wept
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During the Nazi invasion of Czechoslovakia, musicians Shimon and Leah Feldstein
flee to the Holy Land, only to find that the Muslim Grand Mufti of Jerusalem has
joined forces with Hitler to eradicate the Jews from the Earth.

A Daughter of Zion
After surviving the Holocaust, Rachel Lubetkin returns home to her family in
Jerusalem, but finds that she cannot leave her past behind as she is tormented by
the guilt of what she witnessed.

Warsaw Requiem
After World War I, Birch Tucker, his wife Trudy, and their sons return to Shiloh,
Arkansas to begin a new peacetime life, while Max Mayer becomes a financial
columnist for the New York Times.

Icon
World War II fighter ace David Meyer finds himself in the middle of Israel's fight for
existence in February 1948.

The Return of the King
As German Stukas circle in British skies, bombing London in repeated air raids,
famous violinist Elisa Lindheim Murphy and her journalist husband, John, make an
agonizing decision to send their three children to safety in America. But what about
all the Jewish refugees left behind in England? Elisa will face the greatest trial of
her life as she travels with evacuee children on seas made treacherous by Nazi Uboats.
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